
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE NEW RIGHT

Socioeconomic and cultural changes brought the rise of the New Right; The The British situation is explained;
differences existed in that there were no.

The New Right and family politics. As for the centre-left, Helen Clark and her Labour-led coalition were
criticised by ex-Alliance members and non-government organisations for their alleged lack of attention to
centre-left social policies, while trade union membership recovered due to Labour's repeal of the Employment
Contracts Act and labour market deregulation and the deunionisation that had accompanied it in the nineties.
Arizona Sen. In truth, however, both the New Left and the New Right have gained considerable ground in
recent years. The costs of liberalism were felt in a recessionary economy. An example of this is the family. In
one respect, the New Right is little different from older conservative movements. Moral crusaders and the new
evangelical Christian movement merged with the political right; the "Gang of Four" Republican Party right
politicians involved morally conservative communities normally outside the political area into the New Right.
Another linchpin of the conservative backlash was the Christian Right. Policy outcomes are not predictable
because of ideological differences in New Right attitudes toward the family. Barry Goldwater based his
Presidential campaign on the premise that the New Deal should be reversed. Like most movements, the New
Right contained an extremist element. Reagan used the restoration of the traditional American family as a way
to get the economy back on its feet. When Bill English became leader of National in , it was thought that he
might lead the party away from its prior hardline New Right economic and social policies, but his
indecisiveness and lack of firm policy direction led to ACT New Zealand gaining the New Right middle-class
voting basis in  Jantz said Young Americans for Freedom nearly doubled its membership in the last year and a
half. The PTL Praise the Lord Club led by Jim Bakker transmitted faith healing and raucous religious revival
to the largest viewing audience of any daily program in the world. It is plausible that Clark and her Cabinet
were influenced by Tony Blair and his British Labour Government, which pursued a similar balancing act
between social and fiscal responsibility while in government. Big business wielded its financial resources as a
backbone of the New Right Movement. Part of the new in the New Right is its massive support from
fundamentalist religious groups and highly visible television preachers such as the Revs. According to the
same analysis, the New Right is becoming increasingly pragmatic, as shown by their decision to increase taxes
following the Chilean earthquake. Richardson introduced deunionisation legislation, known as the
Employment Contracts Act, in , while Shipley presided over social welfare benefit cuts, designed to reduce "
welfare dependency " â€” both core New Right policy initiatives. Not everyone agrees that the New Right is a
consensus theory there is no consensus on it! Outline of American History This lengthy one-page chapter of
American history at the end of the 20th century locates the New Right within the broader conservative
movement that brought Ronald Reagan to power. The term"economic rationalism" was first used by Labor's
Gough Whitlam. And that is why the conservative movement in this country is now stronger than it has ever
been. As the divorce and crime rates rose, an increasing number of Americans began to blame the liberal
welfare establishment for social maladies. The New Right has seen its ranks swell as the result of increased
membership in established organizations such as Young Americans for Freedom, which has nearly doubled in
size in two years, and religious fundamentalists, such as the Rev. Dorman Owens, who have been among the
strongest supporters of the New Right. Nicholls Society , a think tank which advocates full workplace
deregulation, contains some Liberal MPs as members and is seen to be of the New Right. That is mainly due
to a generalized discontent with the current [update] left-wing government and its policies. New Right leaders
were highly organized and understood the potential of mass telecommunications. It would be possible to argue
that the New Right is a political movement rather than a sociological theory; its observations on those groups
in society with very different and conflicting norms and values can lead some to question whether it is a
consensus theory. Moreover, he added, a new chapter at San Diego State University attracted 55 members
during the last semester--the same period in which the scandal broke. Despite theological divisions, all
evangelical leaders agreed that America was experiencing a moral decline. Pressure group politics is relatively
novel to Britain. But it saw only a partial victory for its opinions on aid to the contras and other forces in
Central America that the New Right believes are needed to combat what it sees as a communist threat to the
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region. The New Right, in many ways, shares the views of functionalists with the main difference being that
they argue that, in the late 20th century in countries like the UK and the USA, society became dysfunctional:
the necessary consensus broke down. They also bring to town an assortment of conservative speakers aligned
with the New Right, such as Charles Riley of Accuracy in Media, Angolan rebel leader Figuerado Paulo and
newspaper columnist Allan Brownfeld. Social spending and welfare needed to be cut to reduce the tax burden
on individuals and families. When Don Brash became leader, New Right middle-class voters returned to
National's fold, causing National's revival in fortunes at the New Zealand general election. And that got the
masses involved because of their concern over abortion, school prayer, the decline of the family, and other
matters that affect their daily lives. Exam Hint: If you get a question about consensus theories, you can talk
about the New Right, but to question the extent to which it is one would be considered a good analysis.
Economic policies did not strengthen the traditional family. Support was given for ecumenical outreach to
other Christian denominations and Jewish synagogues. However, recession and privatisation together led to
increasing strains within the Labour Party, which led to schism, and the exit of Jim Anderton and his
NewLabour Party , which later formed part of the Alliance Party with the Greens and other opponents of New
Right economics.


